Course Topics and Learning Objectives

DataStax Enterprise Operations and

 Bootstrap new nodes into a cluster

Performance Tuning

 Decommission nodes

 Remove downed nodes
 Replace downed nodes

Duration

2 days

Format

Instructor-led

Audience

Software professionals who need to manage and
performance tune a DataStax cluster.

 Perform backup and recovery
 Understand repair operations
 Implementing a second data center
 Benchmark and soak tests
 Configuration

Prerequisites

Completion of the DS201 DataStax Enterprise Foundations
of Apache Cassandra™. Linux command line tools to
successfully complete the learning exercises.

 Importing and exporting data
 System and output logs
 Using the nodetool utility

Course Overview

 Cluster sizing and performance

Learn the tools, skills, and techniques needed to administer a DataStax

 Tuning JVM and memory

Enterprise cluster, tune its performance, and diagnose and resolve

 JVM Profiling

common production problems. Apply lesson content in the hands-on

 Monitoring with Linux tools

exercises performed on real application.

 Operating system setup

About Instructor-led Training

 Servers and hardware selection

Classroom training is delivered by DataStax solution architects, who will

 Understanding compaction strategies

share their first-hand experiences and practical use cases. High level of

 Cassandra anti-patterns

interactivity with the expert in the class and real hands-on labs provide
active learning through doing and experimenting.
The private on-site training provides the option to tailor the delivery based on your
needs and preferences. We will work with your team to determine areas requiring
emphasis during delivery. Additionally, on-site training foster teamwork and team
learning that continue through the project.

DataStax delivers Apache Cassandra™ in a database platform purpose built for the performance and availability demands of web, mobile and IOT applications, giving enterprises a secure alwayson database that remains operationally simple when scaled in a single datacenter or across multiple datacenters and clouds. With more than 500 customers in over 50 countries, DataStax is the
database technology of choice for the world’s most innovative companies, such as Netflix, Adobe, Intuit and eBay. Based in Santa Clara, Calif., DataStax is backed by industry-leading investors
including Comcast Ventures, Crosslink Capital, Lightspeed Venture Partners, Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Meritech Capital, Premji Invest and Scale Venture Partners. For more information,
visit DataStax.com or follow us @DataStax.

